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Abstract

This paper addresses the problem of human rendering in the video with temporal appearance constancy. Reconstructing dynamic body shapes with volumetric neural rendering methods, such as NeRF, requires finding the correspondence of the points in the canonical and observation space, which demands understanding human body shape and motion. Some methods use rigid transformation, such as SE(3), which cannot precisely model each frame’s unique motion and muscle movements. Others generate the transformation for each frame with a trainable network, such as neural blend weight field or translation vector field, which does not consider the appearance constancy of general body shape. In this paper, we propose CAT-NeRF for self-awareness of appearance constancy with Tx²Former, a novel way to combine two Transformer layers, to separate appearance constancy and uniqueness. Appearance constancy models the general shape across the video, and uniqueness models the unique patterns for each frame. We further introduce a novel Covariance Loss to limit the correlation between each pair of appearance uniquenesses to ensure the frame-unique pattern is maximally captured in appearance uniqueness. We assess our method on H36M and ZJU-MoCap and show state-of-the-art performance.

1. Introduction

Rendering an animated person in a video from a novel viewpoint is helpful for several applications, such as game design and simulation, and involves implicit inference of the 3-D human shape and pose. High-quality human reconstructions require modeling the detailed appearance of each frame, which are expensive in computation and ignore the constant appearance of the same person in the sequence. In addition, when encountering occlusions, framewise reconstruction cannot fill in these occluded patterns with knowledge from current viewpoints, which we can find in other frames as the constant appearance of the same person.

In this work, we focus on mining the appearance constancy among the frames for rendering dynamic body shapes based on the neural radiance field (NeRF) [24]. NeRF implicitly records the density and color of the object, making viewpoint-free rendering possible without requiring explicit geometric modeling. NeRF constructs two spaces for the animation of an object: an observation space for each frame reflecting the observed object shape, and a canonical space for a specific pose shared by all frames. The alignment between these spaces requires understanding both shapes and dynamic motions.

To align the points between these two spaces, researchers use SE(3) [29] or a translation vector field [32,35] for building correspondences between the canonical and observation spaces. The translation vector field predicts the correspondence with a trainable neural network, while SE(3) uses rigid transformation for rotation matrix computation between body parts. Considering the non-rigid transformation of the human body shapes, finding such correspondence between these two spaces requires both understanding of rigid transformation for global shapes and non-rigid local movements and motions. We show two examples in Figure 1. Based on constant shapes and appearance, dynamic body shapes introduce unique framewise appearance from changing patterns on (a) the clothes and (b) muscle that cannot be captured with rigid transformation.

To solve this problem, we separate appearance constancy and uniqueness between the frames based on the neural blend weight fields [32] with Constancy Awareness Tx²Former, abbreviated as CAT-NeRF. We apply a temporal-constant feature to model the constant ap-
pearance shared across all frames and a set of framewise features for each frame to capture the uniqueness. Appearance constancy can help find the missing pattern with the knowledge from other frames when encountering the unseen parts, while appearance uniqueness is to include more frame-specific motions and patterns.

Since the temporal-constant and framewise features capture patterns of different levels, the model needs to distinguish the appearance constancy and uniqueness in the feature sequence. We introduce a novel Covariance Loss to minimize the correlation score in the framewise feature. By limiting the similar information shared across the framewise features, we make these features focus on the frame it is representing and maximally extract the unique patterns in each frame. This can also simultaneously maximize the appearance constancy captured by the temporal-constant feature since the model needs to store these patterns for modeling the dynamic body shapes during optimization. We include more discussion in Sec. 3.3.

In addition, considering some appearances are only shared by a small set of frames, directly mining the appearance constancy or uniqueness with Covariance Loss fails to capture these patterns in either level of features. We introduce Transformer-on-Transformer (Tx^2Former), a new way of combining the Transformer layers to fuse the framewise features and focus on useful information based on the current frame. The first Transformer layer equally combines all the framewise features, and the second Transformer layer takes the feature of the current frame along with the average-pooled output of the first Transformer to select the helpful information for the specific frame. Unlike the typical Transformer that only takes the output of previous layers as input, introducing the feature of the current frame helps the network focus on what needs to be selected from sequential features via self-attention. We assess our method on two public datasets, ZJU-MoCap [33] and H36M [13], and show state-of-the-art performance.

In summary, our contributions are as follows: 1) we introduce separating constant and unique appearance for dynamic human body rendering, 2) we introduce CAT-NeRF with a Tx^2Former for mining the appearance constancy across the frames and fusing different levels of features across the video, and 3) we introduce a Covariance Loss to mine and preserve unique patterns for each frame.

2. Related Work

Neural Radiance Field. NeRF [24] introduces 2-D images from different viewpoints to reconstruct a cubic neural radiance field for storing the RGB color value and density for each point in the cube. Recently some papers [20, 27, 29, 32, 33, 35] introduce decomposing the neural radiance from the observation space to canonical space for modeling the movement of an object. By predicting the correspondence in the canonical space [29, 32, 35], deformable NeRF finds the connection between every point in the observation space and the canonical space and uses the moving object in the video for the construction of a unique object. NeRFies [29] and Neural 3-D video synthesis [19] construct a framewise deformation field for aligning the points in different scenes. HyperNeRF [30] builds the hyper-space for recording the topological changes. Although these methods perform well on scene reconstruction, it is difficult to apply directly for the animatable body shapes since they heavily rely on the memory of the projection.

Body Shape Reconstruction and Animation. Constructing the human body shape requires complicated hardware by most methods [5, 6, 9, 10, 43]. Recently, researchers have mainly developed two different methods: statistic-based methods [3, 7, 11, 14, 16, 28, 37, 55, 56] and database methods [25, 26, 38, 39, 41, 52, 54]. Statistic methods use a predefined body shape with a default linear skinned model for human shape reconstruction. Recent work has also introduced some non-statistics models based on the body shape reconstruction for 3-D human body shape reconstruction. [38, 39] introduce using implicit functions for 3-D estimation. [51] introduced using normals to correct the reconstruction model generated with SMPL shape. With the development of NeRF [24], researchers also introduced using the implicit function [20, 27] and other 3-D representations [1, 40, 44, 50, 53] for modeling the static body shapes.

To animate the body shapes and render them in the scene, animatable NeRF, different from the deformable methods, projects the body shape into a canonical space [18, 32, 33, 49] or a common shape shapes [34, 36] for projecting the human body shape from different frames into a shared shape or space. Recently, researchers have used statistical methods such as SMPL [22] and SMPL-X [31] representations for body templates. However, these statistical skinned models cannot precisely model the body shapes in the scene, considering different body shapes and clothes. Researchers have proposed different methods to bridge the gap between these two models. Methods such as NARF [27] and A-NeRF [42] do not make explicit canonical space modeling. SNARF [4] and Animatable NeRF [32] utilize the neural blend weight field with frame-level correction for building such correspondence with statistical methods, while TAVA [18] uses the linear blend skinning (LBS) and apply a constant change for modeling muscles and clothing dynamics. No existing methods take both unique framewise dynamics and temporal constancy into consideration.

3. Method

For each person in a video, we have \( n \) camera viewpoints \((n \geq 1)\) recording the same sequence from \( n \) synchronized and geometry calibrated cameras and generate a frame sequence \( \{v_i\}_{i=1,2,...,N} \). \( i \) is the current frame number, and \( N \)
is the length of the sequence. We show the architecture of CAT-NeRF in Figure 2. During training, we have both camera positions and corresponding groundtruth images, while during inference, with novel camera viewpoints, we render the image with the corresponding feature vectors by predicting the value of each pixel.

We first briefly review Animatable NeRF [32] in 3.1. We then introduce CAT-NeRF in Sec. 3.2. For framewise uniqueness, we introduce the covariance loss in Sec. 3.3, followed by the overall objective for training in Sec. 3.4.

3.1. Animatable NeRF for Human Modeling

To represent a dynamic scene or object in the video, Animatable NeRF [32] constructs two spaces: one observation space representing the shape we observe for each individual frame and one canonical space shared by all the frames describing the same object with a default pose. For a point $x$ in the observation space, it constructs the scene or object of the same object with a default pose. For a point $x$ in the observation space, it constructs the scene or object of viewing direction $d$ and appearance code $l$.

3.2. CAT-NeRF: Constant and Unique Appearance

Although $F_{\Delta w}(x', \psi_i)$ helps bridge the differences between the statistic model and the rendered shape, framewise corrections only use information from current frames and do not utilize information from the whole sequence. Modeling the appearance of dynamic shapes needs to consider both constant appearances that are shared by all the frames and the framewise unique appearances for the unique dynamics that only appear in one or a few frames. Based on neural blend weight fields, we introduce CAT-NeRF to deal with the constant and unique appearance patterns via mining the temporal constancy in the sequence. Specifically, we use $\psi^u$ to store framewise uniqueness for frame $i$, and $\psi^c$ for appearance constancy shared among all the frames. In this way, we decompose the dynamic body rendering of the neural blend weight field following

$$F_{\Delta w}(x') = F_{\Delta w}^{const}(x_i, \psi^c) + F_{\Delta w}^{unique}(x_i, G(\psi^u_i, \Psi^u))$$

where $F_{\Delta w}^{const}$ and $F_{\Delta w}^{unique}$ represent two networks to decode the corresponding temporal constant and framewise adjustment of the appearance for the dynamic person, respectively. $G$ is the $Tx^2$Former for combining framewise features for frame $i$ as Figure 3.

Since some appearances of the body are shared among a small set of frames that are neither constant nor framewise unique, we introduce Transformer-on-Transformer ($Tx^2$Former) as a novel way of combining two Transformer [46] layers. $Tx^2$Former combines the framewise-unique features to model the appearances only shared by a set of
The covariance loss is as follows: For a covariance matrix, each element $\text{cov}_{i,j}$ represents the covariance value between the two features $\psi_i$ and $\psi_j$. Since the diagonal value for the covariance matrix is the covariance between a variable to itself, it is the variance of this variable. Since 0 variance indicates all the elements in the vector are 0, we remove this item in our loss function.
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where $R$ is the collection for all the rays that go through the pixel and $\mathcal{X}$ represents all the points sampled in the volumetric field. $\| \cdot \|_k$ is the $k$-norm value. $L_{rgb}$ assess the differences between the final rendered color $\tilde{C}_i(r)$ with the groundtruth value $C_i(r)$ for each pixel. Since the blend weight fields between the points in observation space $x$ and canonical space $T_{oc}(x)$ should be the same for Eq. 3, we follow [32] for establishing $L_{nsf}$ to minimize the difference.

4. Experiments

In this section, we present our settings and results. We first show the dataset description in Sec. 4.1, followed by the implementation details in Sec. 4.2. With these experimental details, we show our results in Sec. 4.3 and 4.4.

4.1. Datasets

In our experiments, we compare our methods with baseline methods on two different datasets: H36M [13] and ZJU-MoCap [33]. These two datasets capture the moving pattern of different poses of the same person from different camera viewpoints whose viewpoints are available. We follow [32] to select the frames and generate the splits for training and inference in our experiment.

H36M [13] includes videos of different poses for the same and unique person from 4 different camera viewpoints. In our experiment, we follow [32] to select the videos from subjects S1, S5, S6, S7, S8, S9 and S11. We use the first three viewpoints (0, 1 and 2) for training and the remaining for inference for the four camera viewpoints. For novel view synthesis, the number of frames for training and testing for these subjects varies between 30 and 60 for each camera viewpoint. For novel pose synthesis, we use 49 to 200 frames for each subject for evaluation. The size of the image is set to $1002 \times 1000$.

ZJU-MoCap [33] includes videos captured from 21 different cameras to collect different human poses. We follow [32] to use the videos in four categories, “Twirl”, “TaiChi”, “Warmup”, and “Punch1” in our experiment. We select four viewpoints from positions 0, 6, 12 and 18 from the dataset for training and use the remaining 17 viewpoints for inference. For novel view synthesis, the number of frames for training and testing for these subjects varies between 60 and 400 for each camera viewpoint. For novel pose synthesis, we use 346 to 1,000 frames for each subject for evaluation. The size of the image for each frame is $1024 \times 1024$.

4.2. Implementation Details

Training and Inference. To extract the SMPL shapes for RGB frames, we follow [15] to generate the SMPL reconstruction. We follow [2,12] to generate the neural blend weight field to find the three nearest points on the skinned model for building the field. For each batch, we sample 4,096 rays and for each ray, we sample 64 points.

To train the network for novel camera viewpoints, we follow [32] to implement our network. For $\psi^c$ and $\psi^u$, we set the number for both dimensionalities as 128. To train the model for novel poses, we first get a model for a novel view with constant and unique features, respectively. After that, we copy the frame-unique features reconstructed for the current poses to the novel poses and use the smooth-L1 loss for the novel constant feature for body shape and the original feature generated from the novel view. For both training steps, we use the Adam optimizer [17] and set the initial learning rate as $5e^{-4}$ and decay it to $5e^{-7}$ after 1,000 epochs with an exponential training scheduler following [32]. The number of epochs is set to 400. During inference, we use the pretrained constant and unique features to decode the density and RGB value for each point in the field. Our network takes 6-8 hours to train on a novel viewpoint setting and 20-30 hours to train on the novel pose setting for each subject on an Nvidia A40 or A100 GPU.

Metrics. For our experiment, we have two different metrics between the projection of new images with our generated results for comparison, PSNR and SSIM [48]. PSNR and SSIM describe the quality of the reconstructed image to the original image. Higher values represent better performance for both metrics.

Baseline Methods. In our experiment, we compare our method with Neural Texture [44], NHR [50] and Animated NeRF [32]. We also report SMPLpix [34] on H36M, along with NeuralBody [33] and HumanNeRF [49] on ZJU-MoCap, since the authors did not provide numbers on the other datasets. We follow [32] to use the body shape reconstruction from SMPL [22] as the input for Neural Texture [44] as the coarse mesh to render the image and use the points sampled from the SMPL body shape reconstruction as the input for NHR. In addition, we also compare a randomly generated image with untrained Animatable NeRF for PSNR and SSIM since these two scores for randomly generated images are not the lowest theoretical values (0) for both of these two metrics. For all these methods, we follow the setting of Animatable NeRF.

4.3. Numerical Results

We show our numerical results on H36M [13] and ZJU-MoCap [33], along with the ablation study for $L_{cov}$ and TxFormer architecture, in this subsection. We present other ablation studies, such as hyperparameter selections, in the supplementary materials.

Results on H36M. We show the numerical results for H36M dataset rendered for novel view and novel pose in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively. For the results in the tables, NT is the result for Neural Texture [44] and AN is the result from Animatable NeRF [32].

https://github.com/zju3dv/animatable_nerf
For the results on the novel view setting shown in Table 1, we outperform the state-of-the-art baseline method, Animatable NeRF [32], on all splits in the dataset for both metrics. Since the PSNR and SSIM for a randomly generated image are not 0, we achieve a 30.3% and 8.2% relative improvement compared with Animatable NeRF, and the randomly generated images. Constant features find the appearance constancy across different frames in the video and make full use of all the features, as well as reduce randomness with the assistance of constant appearances in the other frames, while the framewise feature can refine the details based on the constant appearances.

In addition to the results for novel viewpoints, we show the results on novel poses in Table 2 comparing with the baseline methods on both metrics. Specifically, compared with Animatable NeRF, the baseline method in our experiment on H36M, we have 21.9% and 6.9% relative improvements on PSNR and SSIM, respectively.

### Results on ZJU-MoCap.

In addition to the results on the H36M dataset, we also show our average results for PSNR and SSIM for the ZJU-MoCap dataset in Table 3. For the numerical results, we have similar PSNR and SSIM compared with NeuralBody and HumanNeRF on the novel view setting and best performance on novel pose synthesis. Compared with Animatable NeRF, we achieve a 19.1% relative improvement compared to PSNR on novel views. Compared with the H36M dataset, ZJU-MoCap is larger, but its action variations are comparatively fewer, resulting in the improvements being smaller but still consistent.

### Ablation for Covariance Loss.

To assess the covariance loss $L_{cov}$ in Eq. 6, we replace it with three variations: 1) No extra loss for splitting, 2) Correlation loss $L_{corr}$, and 3) KL Divergence $L_{KLD}$ with the $N(0, 1)$ distribution. $L_{corr}$ is the product of the correlation scores between every two dimensionalities in $\Psi$ following

$$L_{corr} = \frac{\sum (x_1 - \bar{x}_1)(x_2 - \bar{x}_2)\ldots(x_n - \bar{x}_n)}{\sqrt{\sum (x_1 - \bar{x}_1)^2}\sum (x_2 - \bar{x}_2)^2\ldots\sum (x_n - \bar{x_n})^2}$$

where $x_i$ is the $i^{th}$ dimension of training features.

We show the results in Table 4 on the s1p subject of the H36M dataset. We note that, without any extra loss, our network already outperforms the original Animatable NeRF, indicating the constant features help find the appearance constancy in the sequence for rendering. In addition, all three methods have better results than the one with no additional loss applied, while Covariance loss in Eq. 6 has the best performance. Using product instead of sum and the lack of examples compared with the feature dimensionality make $L_{corr}$ and $L_{KLD}$ less likely to be optimized. In con-
Figure 4. Visualization of novel view reconstruction for the three test examples in H36M dataset. AN stands for Animatable NeRF. We highlight the significant improvements within boxes in our reconstructions.

Contrast, $L_{cov}$ is capable of finding a stable solution to push $\psi^u$ to find the uniqueness for each frame.

Ablation for $G(\cdot)$. Instead of using $Tx^2$Former for fusing frame-unique feature, we show the ablations of different variations in Table 5. We compare $Tx^2$Former (denotes as $Tx^2$) with 1) unprocessed frame-level latent $\psi^u$, 2) average pooling of all $\Psi^u$, 3) the original combination of two transformer layers $Tx$ and 4) replacing the first layer with average pooling. We also compare these methods on s1p object of the H36m dataset and show that $Tx^2$Former has the best performance, indicating $Tx^2$Former being able to mine the neighbor features and find out the missing features in $\psi^u$.

### 4.4. Visualization Results

Comparison with other methods. We show some rendered images in Figure 4 on the H36M dataset with novel view reconstruction results. In addition to the Neural Texture [44], NHR [50] and Animatable NeRF [32], we also compared with D-NeRF [35] for reconstruction. D-NeRF utilizes the SE (3) transformations to find the corresponding points in the canonical space for the points observed.

With the introduction of decoupling of the constant and frame-unique appearance with the blend weight between the statistic shape and the final reconstructed shape, our model can capture the body shape more accurately and with clearer boundaries. For example, in the first and third rows, our method is capable of making the correct prediction for the position of the two legs and having a clearer facial appearance. We have clearer rendered clothing results for the sec-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Rand</th>
<th>NT</th>
<th>NHR</th>
<th>NB</th>
<th>HN</th>
<th>AN</th>
<th>Ours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSNR</td>
<td>View</td>
<td>17.63</td>
<td>22.61</td>
<td>23.25</td>
<td>28.90</td>
<td>29.01</td>
<td>27.10</td>
<td>28.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pose</td>
<td>18.19</td>
<td>21.55</td>
<td>21.88</td>
<td>23.06</td>
<td>23.20</td>
<td>23.16</td>
<td>23.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSIM</td>
<td>View</td>
<td>0.801</td>
<td>0.899</td>
<td>0.905</td>
<td>0.967</td>
<td>0.966</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>0.955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pose</td>
<td>0.790</td>
<td>0.860</td>
<td>0.863</td>
<td>0.879</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>0.893</td>
<td>0.899</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Results of PSNR and SSIM for novel view and pose synthesis on ZJU-MoCap dataset. NT, HN and AN represents Neural Textures, HumanNeRF and Animatable NeRF. ‘Pose’ and ‘View’ represent the novel pose and novel view settings respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loss Type</th>
<th>AN</th>
<th>No Loss</th>
<th>$L_{cov}$</th>
<th>$L_{KLD}$</th>
<th>$L_{cov}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSNR</td>
<td>22.05</td>
<td>22.86</td>
<td>23.52</td>
<td>23.67</td>
<td>24.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Ablation for using different loss functions to replace $L_{cov}$ in Eq. 7, along with original Animatable NeRF (denotes as AN) results. All methods except AN are results for our model. ‘No Loss’ is to remove $L_{cov}$ in $L$ of Eq. 7.
Figure 5. Visualization of novel view reconstruction for the test examples in H36M dataset with neural blend weight field from other frames. $\Delta t$ indicates the differences of the frame id in the temporal sequence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loss Type</th>
<th>$\psi_1$</th>
<th>Avg</th>
<th>$Tx$</th>
<th>$Avg+T_2$</th>
<th>$Tx^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSNR</td>
<td>22.05</td>
<td>23.09</td>
<td>23.19</td>
<td>23.82</td>
<td>24.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Ablation for different frame-unique features selection as $G(\cdot)$. Avg is average pooling and $Tx$ is one-layer encoder.

ond example than Animated NeRF. Using the constant features to capture such appearance constancy allows our network to find and preserve the temporal similarities instead of being dominated by unique patterns.

Evaluation for Appearance Constancy. Since we separate the temporal constant and framewise-unique features for dynamic human body shape rendering, in this experiment, we assess how much information has been captured by the constant vector as the appearance constancy. We exchange the frame-unique representations $\psi^u$ between different frames to see how big a difference the rendered image has over the original rendered results. We select two frames each time, one from $t$ and another from $t + \Delta t$, and apply the neural blend weight field from frame $t + \Delta t$ to frame $t$. The images of the person are captured with the same camera viewpoint but from different timestamps. If the constant feature captures enough appearance constancy, changes in the frame-unique feature vector will not have big differences in the final rendered image since the temporal constant feature is shared between two frames.

We show the results in Figure 5. With the framewise features from a different timestamp, Animatable NeRF reconstructs a blurred image with general appearances unchanged, indicating most patterns and appearances are similar between the frames. As a comparison, CAT-NeRF stores such appearance constancies in the sequence. For example, in the second row, when we use the framewise features from other frames, the facial appearance of Animatable NeRF is not stable, while ours show a more accurate rendering. When such appearances, such as facial patterns, are constant and shared across all the frames, our model can construct a more confident result from the sequential inputs.

5. Conclusion

We introduce CAT-NeRF for mining and separating the appearance constancy and uniqueness for dynamic body shape rendering. The constant feature predicts the constant appearances that are shareable for all frames for the same person in the sequence, while the unique framewise feature simulates the unique dynamics in the sequential rendering. In addition, we introduce $Tx^2$Former for combining different levels of features and a specific Covariance Loss to ensure the unique appearance for each frame is correctly captured. Our method outperforms state-of-the-art methods on the public datasets, H36M [13] and ZJU-MoCap [33].
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